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PROF. CARNAGEY
MAKES INAUGURAL

•

• PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING.
AUGUST 5, 1907.

WEATHEIt FORECAST.

PICNIC GRANTED
SHOP EMPLOYES

....••••-••••••1

First Meeting of School Board
Under His Administration

•

OF

10 CENTS PEH WEEK
M•11...•••••.

SEASHORE FREAKS.

PADUCAH MARKET
LEADS PURCHASE

Will Go to Kuttawa .on Wednesday, August 14,

•
It Is Eveected That lie Will Presen
t
Heconinterdatiotre for Management of Schools.

I. .IMIN.ITION

,
nu.
More Dark Tobacco Sold Here
Than Elsewhere

Committees Are .1ppointed to Hate
llargY of Affair at Meeting
.Held at Shope.

SU rr.

TEACHERS.

EGAN

Campaign fnr lictithers Institu
ted By
Assim wen. Ne‘t Week in 'no..
County.
MAYO ^iIcAlIg
%RAO

SENDS

MESSAGE.
Nell FIELD AND 2111."Iel
tAli SALIN.

•••.,1.1.••••••.10

•
Local [importance corresponding in
proportion to the Inauguration. or a
high executive official, attaches to the
meeting of the edictal boatd tomorrow night, the first session under tile
new administration, when Superintendent Carnagey Is expected to
Drake suggestion, that will in part,
at least, outline his policy.
Among the qui-tato Superintend-ent Carnage) has to face is that of
temporary arrangements to care for
pupils in the dittricts to be served
by the tee new school buildings. The
sale of the Longfellow building threw
six rooms oat, and the new buildings
will not be ready until well Into the
winter. It is suggested that the
Longfellow building may be secured
temporarily, as Work of reconstruction will not commence at once.
Manual trainiug, an effost to introduce which was math, by Stiperintendent Lleb, anti which the alumni
has indorsed, may be touched upon
by 'Superintendent Carnagey, but the
Onantial stringency of the school,.
probably
will %ireelude
anything
being done in the direction of
manual training, should Professor
Carnagey favor it.
Disposition of the Seventh and
Eighth grades, which have been on
the departmental system. with - specialists in each branch teaching the
will have to be made in some
-way this vor There was an early int-birett
'
a1 W abolish the system:. but
It Is believed the plan will be retained.
A number of important matters in e
connestion with the opening of the
sehoots will be considered at this
meeting, and as usual, it is
that special meetings will have to be
bioe during the month to dispose of
the prellnitnary routine businees.

VAMME
showers this afternoon or tonight
,
%s kit manta O
in the eastent
portion. Tueolay fair and warmer
.
highest temperature yesterday,
loweet. 70.

Lonieville, Ky., Aug. i, 1007.
R. K Fulmer, M. M., Paducah, Ky.
Can furnish remit ea for Pashop employes' e‘cursion
August 14th. Wirt nit
diately is this is satisfactory.
A. H. EGAN?, Supt.

As a sales point for dark tobacco
,Paducah stands first of all
sales
points in the Purchase. This
stati
:
.>ment was made this mornin
g by Mr.
Gus Veal, salesman for the Dark
Tobacco Growers' association
in
-----sese
thla
city. He was en route to
Benton,
WHITK SLAVES.
where the Marshall County Dark
ToThere
is gladness in the hearts of
Pettliburg, .tug. 5.—Investignbacco Growers' association,
holda multitude of railroad employes and
is being 1111141e int.) what is
ing a meeting today.
their families today, and the cause
hsika-ed to be a gigantic white
Paducah has soffrete far fhla seaKiev,. syndicate formed in New
is told briefly in the above telegram,
son, 4,5011 hogsheads
of dark tobac%IAA a eh Pittsburg eouitet•t ions
authorizing a picnic for which railco. Last week 5041 hogshe
ads were
road men asked several weeks ago.
It Is
wed, and indications are
the past Clio
for still
ImmeditItely upon receipt of the televierOlts 12 mirk. mostly Itrimiheavier sales the remainder of
the
gram,
it was referred to a committee
has-.' lee* ithipted to.
season. Towns in, the
Purchase
one of l'itteburgS. bieikr-re.
appointed by shop employes to arstanding next In line to Paducah
are
range a date
alayfleld, selling. Issue hogsheads;
The 'committee ie
end Murray. 1.001 hogsbeads.
Mears. Clarence Ellithrope, John Me
The
Lontiou. ,Aug. 3.— Thinttas
sales for the entire dark tobais•o belt
Garrigal and Virge Berry. They met
lfeler, readier of the Spanishfor this season will reach
at eiro o'clock and accepted the
38.006
.limeriean war,
hogsheads, it is estimated.
date, wiring a reply immediately.
k %Mal Cr,
be the man, olio hoisted the
Combin
ed
Today at noon a meeting of /hop
efforts to thoroughly orstars and stripes nye; Santlago.
ganize the entire dark tobacco belt
employes was held. and several comCuba, wee drowned today near
this season are being made, and
mittees were appoilted to arrange
a
—1(sttsn in New York World. apelike. of experience and
Court Toss ii. It le %aid Slyler
for the event. One committee. wa.
much force
wee practisiug for an eitempt to
secured
to
speak
appointed to go to
at different places
Kuttawa, tb.
in McCracken county this month
maim the lestglhat eh
place selected for the picnic, to mak.
is
Capt. W. J. Stone, of Kuttawa. His
necessary arrangements. There
le
itinerary is as follows: Ragland, Sata big dance pavilion to be erected
LITTLE AFRICA.
IN THE POLICE
.
urday 10, at .1 p.
Ne'ti Vork, Aug. 5.—Matthew
stand privileges to be lel, music cooGrahamville,
Monday 12. 1 p. m.; Maxon Mills,
Myrthit, white, is dying as the
tracts for band and orchestra to be
12, at 7:30 p.
result of the fiercest race riot
Masser:, Tuesday
advertised, and numerous other mat13, at 1 p. in.: Milan school house,
ever known in Harlem's latiltters to &tend to. The committees
Jewel
l
Bros.' Saloon Charged Tuesday 13, 7:30 p. ne; St. John
Mayor Velser s i 1
ut h k. bahed and presented to hors We wi.s
.1ftica, which started ever an
will have to act qulekly. but are alschool hieuse, Wednesday 14, at I p.
following letter from the Kentucky Ito add
unteire's decleion in a 1,1111 game.
ready Into the work with a will.
our tribute to her worth, snit
by Patrolmen, Who Pre. m., Floren
ce Station, 7:30 p. m.;
More than 34) white., and blacks
The road will be able to furnish Society of Louisiana, whose members with that lore of state that all Ole
Rose Bower school house, Thursday _
aere badly injured. Fifteen are
all the cars necessary, as there will recently vistted the
Kentuc
kians
.
feel,
sent
respect
List
fully
of Witnesses
gunboat Padusue
12.'at 2 p. m
under arrest, Three h 'red
be extra equipmentat various points,
gest, and begleave to, without be[wcah.
at
New
At
Orlean
a
s:
meetin
g held
lice quelled the riot.
by the Mcdue to the extra travel into Paducah
ing officious, to ask your honor and
Cracken association last week It was
"A special meeting of the board of tht proudicity
August s. The site selected
you so ably represent.
was governors of
decided to start an active campaign
the Kettucke Society of that said service be
.1 VV. Jewell, doing iru,ita ss
MYSTERIOUS N11'11 DER.
toted on -e before for the outing,
under at once, and Capteln
given by Your
and
Stone is the
'Wotan, Aug. 6.--,4'ellee have
is an ideal one. The run can be Louistana having been held, the act- City as early as possible, not only for the name of Jewel Brothers. at Sixth
faitTspeaker. Others wii: forow.
ing seeretary viste--11rected to send themyeterions taiiirder Cr solve 'in
pride all should feel, but for the and Finley streets, was arrested on a
made in a remarkably short time and
the follewiug for your consideration: sereice
the di eth early this meriting of
to the eountry, under her warrant sworn oar by Patrolmen Erthe place affords an opportunity for a
"Having been aboard the U. S. guo- able and gallant
Mrs. IV. Fe Frick.
ledaist Smith, attached to the
baseball game and
commander, A. G. nest Hill and Wilitani Rogers, chargother
athletic boat, 'Paducah;
Teacher** Examinatkins.
News of the death of Mrs. Fannie
ing him with violating the Sabbat
and
Unlacing that Winterhalter. If the vessel world
Altatill notice station, seri detail-event", A program of athletics wilt
not
h Mabet
Teachers' exaMinations for the
there was io silver service there, we reach Paduca
flintsrey ?trek - TB int( gr.
ed as a nlllll noel Onkel' ill the
h on account of the by selling liquor. In pollee court this
be outlined and probably prizes ofcity schools will be hekl Thursday
Lentil. July 31. has reached Peducah.
made inquir.
i
and
mornin
found
out
g
that
the
stage
you,
case
doentean districj. lie was enof
the water, we would take It
was continued unfered. Each
ralltete
d
employ
e and the honored mayor of Paduca
and Fellay. August 22 and
23.
h. had as alt exceptional pleasure and favor, til August 7, in order that wItneses Death notices were received by many
tering liii. morn,'IR hen a idiot
his family, who attends Vsill take
There was no early examination this
members of the Order of Railway
recoinmended to the council of Pa- if the presentation
rank out and he fell into His
would be made be secured, and attbrneye be employbaskets
.
rammer, so all the teachers will be
ducah, that a *Ever set:Ince be pur- here."
ed. Jewel conducts a small grocery Trainmen, of which her husband was
%tire's erne., the bullet piercing
This will be the Bret picnic held
back from summer school In time
a member. Mrs. Frick was born Sepwith a saloon, in the rear.
bie betirt.
He is
by Paducah shop employee since th i
for the work. It is hoped theLnew
charged
with selling whisky to tember 28, 1875, In Keithsburg, Ill .
fatal
Dawson
Springs accident, and
ones in euffleient neernhers to saplyand married Mr. W. F. Frick, who
George Hall yesterday. On the
wars for
the greatest of care will be exercised
RAVN4101).
•
vacanelee in the schools will MSS the
years ran a freight train out of
rant the names of witnesses for
the
by thine in attendance.
Denser. Amt. t4.—William I).
examination.
prosecution appear. They are Ernest Paducah on the Illinois CentralePaIlayaund arrived last
night
Hill and William Rogers, patrolmen: Micah district. While a resident of
from Boise. On account of the
PRoalINENT FARMER IS
many staunch
George Hall, Edna Hall, Gus Crouse Paducah she %aimed
lateness of the hour there was no
friends and admirers, and was popuINJURED IN RUNAWAY.
ind George Lynn.
demonstration.
lar. Several years ago Mr. Frick left
Hie attorney,
"Night riders" or "whiteempa." or Sunday with the childre
n on a seat.
John H. Murphy, accompaltied
Padtreah and accepted a .posItin as
• A E Freels, toortfily a ear. Inin whatever guise Incensed neighbors They are his first wife's children, achim. Murphy can litre but a few
general yardmaster for the Iron'
s-Atm for-the llltflois Central, but
cordin
g
to
the
story
told
on
by
the Poole read assumed Friday
neighdays,
now a'farmer restdirtg on the HusMountain Southern at-St. Loujs, a ponight, are eongraileating themselves bors, and the neighbors—some of
sition he held at the time of his
bands farm on the Benton road, was
A picnic will be given for the Old
them—thought the children were left
wife's death. The funeral look place
injured
eu the accompl shment of their purthis morn/nig about 10
TERRORIST.
at home too much. Friday, it is reand affl.eted poor, and the . children.'
August 1.1 at Keitheturg. Ill.
o'clock on South Fifth street by beSt, Petersburg, Aug. 6.—.
Pose toward a certain man, who they lated, a bunch of hickory sticks
by the Union Rescue Mission workers
ing thrown from his buggy. Freels
Gencrall
learsotgi 10,40fr. farmer
say le alt inconsiderate parent, to bound together with a warning were
was driving borne in a byggy when
tomorrow morning. They start at say the least, end smiles were
fAh
uig. 5m.—.1.
;governor of Odessa, wag assas- exe left onshis porch, and Sunday the Scott,
M*1
between Adams and Jackson streets
city editor of the Helena
STRIKES COW
7:-30 o'clock from the hall, 431 South changed when he was
sinated today. The aasuman esseen to drive children were taken to church in the World,
was found shot to death on
his horse frightened at a cow.' WheelThird street for a day in the grove his carriage
caped.
to • Beileview church carriage,
the settee- Rik this morning at
IN A COUNTRY ROAD
ing suddenly -a overturned the buggy
three Miles from Paducah on the Cai- •
2
o'clock. A month ago an attempt ,was
and !brew the driver out. Freels
ro road. All who go must be on time.
'GR.IIN MARKET.
made to kill- Mr. Scott. He was atalighted on his head and was picked
Friends of the work who, wish to add
Cincinnati, 0..Ang. 3—Wheat.
trate:
tie in a
elo
kh
condition. Dr.
er
to
o
the
so
pleates
office bya
ee_of
the
come
day
with
Re; corn, 58; oats. 50,
Motoring on Broadway near the
•••••
noise, and_ on approaching to ascerCarl M. Sears was summoned and atwell filled baskets.—Dionations ac- .
Smalley farm, half a mile beyond
tam n the cause, two shots were fired
tended him. Freels was able after a
cepted and made use of up to the time
at
WARREN.PUTS 11.%(!K.
him. It is generally thought that the Walate- park, Sunday afternoon at 5
short *bile to continue his journey
of starting, 7:30 o'clock.
San
fertinch
wer,
Aug.
5.—Th
e
killing
Mrs. W. F. Alvey
- some. He ails taken into the real:
was due to a personal quarrel. o'clock, Dr. and
tornsport, Warren, which left
and that
detrce of Mr. Charles J. Holcomb. at
had no connection with struck a cow and broke her hind leg.
Satiard
May
ay
for
Philipp
ines
with it
the crusade of the World on thh po- hr. Alvey was driving at an ordi523 South Fifth street aftei the aclarge contingent of troops and
lices department some months ago, nary rate of speed and thought`the
cident.
peessentsere, was forced- to put
For Candidates Who Were
be Introduced Tonight... whiek forced the resignation of tht cow hits in the clear. She stopped,
back to port, owink to breaks
stood stile-and vtereed the approachchief of Police.
YOUNG WOMAN FALLS AS
Defeated in Primary
down._
machinery. -Trieste
Telephone Franchise
ing red car. The driverturned and
- SHIC le GIMPING- ASHORE.
ble is said to have been emoted
so •did theeow----inst ettougt-to get
by her condeneee: tribes widch
Dayton, 0.. Aug. 5—Miss Anna
Losing Igor balance from a boat to
in flee way. Before the Machine
were in bad eondition and have
tird be stopped the colIlsion came.
the shore, Miss Clella. Tillman, a visMarkowitz is dead at her home here
Meti:ehis. Aug .-That there will
Several eirdlinnees In adidTtIon-lo
been replaced.
Occupants of the car were not hurt.
itor from near Rives, Tenn., felt Into
strangled, and brutally assaulted by be a tontest, no matter which wspy the the report-as( the finance
committee,
Tbe cow was killed. The automobile
an lilinots lake, opposite paducah.
an unknown man last night. She died primary. in Mitalssippt went, Is the distributing July taxes,
•
TOWN BURNS.
Sunday afternoon, and went under
Will be res
driver settled for the damage dents
Chrietnay, Ind., Aug. 5. —
from her Injuries. Abe Cohen is at Information that reached
Memphis ported to the general council tnnight
the boat. She was saved from drownThe cow belonged to
Mrs. Rosa
,
the hospital with a bullet wound in from.'several reliable sources In -Mho
Fire destroyed the business secAreite,5.—Armed and strong- Vogt, an&
ing only by catching of her foot In a
was heir). kept by her
and the ordinance providing for a ly entrenched in
'
Jim of town this Morning. The
his stomach, and probably- will die: siesippt -last night
the fastness of the father, Mr.
In the senatorrope lerling from 'the boetes• bow,
E. R. Smalley, ou his
the
Mechanineburg mountains' back of-Seoul two
Coheir. it is said, was wounded while ial primary the total vote.- was 118,- franchise'for
lea is between 550.000 and
battaland the quick action of her eister.
street
car
line,
probably will be intro- ions of Korean soldiers, 1,200 men. dairy farm.
1160,000. The tire ie believed to
defending' the hon-or of his 'compan- 033, which is said to 'be larger
Mrs, henn Grote). of 326 'Mirth
th‘n
duced. The odrinanee CRIIS for a are defying the Japanese
have been. turendiary.
ions, Anna and Bertha Markowitz. the list, after the registe
and it ik
Fourth street, khotn the young lady
red
poll
right of way from Fifth and Broad feared 'they will manage to
Turks Masstaere.
After -Cohen was shot Miss Marko- sheets had been purged of
'join the
all unlawIs visiting. Mrs. Groves pulled her
Teheran, Persia. Aug
streets across Island
witz was dragged away and killed. ful voters. No direct
mutine
R.IIII,ROAD MUDDLE.
er troops in the ndrthern stacreek, and
5.— A Inas-.
charges of
out with-the rope. gigs Tillman -was
'through Meehanicsburg via
Mentgomery, Ansa 51—With
Her glitter .escaped and '.gave the fraud have been aniulas
Parley tlous. The little army was So have Caere of Christie-tie by Turkish troops
one of a party widen went ecross-the
tut both eides
has
just
ocruiled at the little v11place, Clements street, Powell street been disarmed with the rest of the
t hi. preasibitite- Met _fret
alarm. She I.
river to spend Sunday on the
to be preparing to meet any
ei of Maaranek. Official teperti, trey
--Milissereete
Southern railway may stop runHon and unable to give a descriptirm emetgai
a-forces, tatte-titcceeded- TO
ney.
Governor --Vdaman
eighteen man and- sixty women and
ning in
of their assailant.
Alabama. today the
The telephon
‘
e ordinance. provWing breaking through the Japanese lines,
Carried Petal River county, but his
Couldn't Spell Hie-Own Name.
ehildren lost their lives. The Turks
greatest interest is I elltert'd
Two,brothers and the sister of the friends
reachin
mounta
g
the
ins.
terms
The
identic
strengt
al
h
with
those of , the
Would-he grooms have frequentlY
say that he should have reforced the small Persian garrison,
developments in the railroeld sittheirs
murder
of
positio
girl
are
ed
now
n
render
in
separa
s
franchi
captur
te
se held by the Home Telee an- beetroompelled to return home, repceived a larger
. vote than warsreturnguarding the town, to evacuate anti
uation, brought to ,'risk by the
portsiblei
partments in jail, where they will be
ed for him. The same statement is phone company, will he introduced.
phone or secure froth companions the
then bombarded the village, comrevocation of the company's
interviewed by ()Memo. It le Claimed
names of their prospective bride, but
made as to other epunties he carried
pletely destroying it. The massacre
cherter. (levet doubt nrises over
the brothers followed 'Cohen and and
Croquet Championship.
never before In County Clerk Hiram
also about some he lost. On the
followed.
what action the state will take
sister
their
last
night.
,
Jerome
MAYF
IELD GROCER
Smith and James Ford deSmedley's experience did he run
other band trierds"of Mr. Willi
•
to enforce
the revocation.
feated Walter liampion and Fritz
across a man who could teat spell his
think he carried several couillties 111;4?
Colored Institute at eintithland.
Threats are :made to arrest rail.
, (Mr Is Continued.
s
Metzge
r.
champi
on
croque
t
players,
are to be found in the Vardaman colown name until this; mprning.
Smithland, Ky., Aug. 5 --(Specie!)
round employee by the wore of the
The ottee In pollee court against umn,
on
the
Metzge
r grounds Sunday Morn — The
that
please," Clerk Smedley inand
sonic
his
of
majorit
ies
first
co'eried routely teachers'
road ignorer the state's action.
E. 0. Thomas. charged „with ..oblaine
Ins In four straight games.
quired.
reduced eeses- what they should
institute Opened a successful session
Ingmoney by false pretenses, by givbe.
e.,"Saraitel Jeri d-d-d wait a minute
here today, Prof.
a Smiths of
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 6. 4Special.)-Gets Home at Lase.
leg a duplicate contract to his firni•
Hensley and Will Childers. colored Princet
According to revised figures Mr.
d I- will be barer. I amilestre-get
on. Ind , :befog instructor.
Fulton, Ky., Aug. 6.---Miss Maxine i Downs &
1W.
H.
Huns,
claim
Mercer
to
compan
on
have
the east sip
y, monumental Witibons has lost 9711 votes from
been held up near There are seven
thy brother. ije will know hoe to Whitnell, who create
the
teachers in the cound Stteh a sensa-'works. Instead of the original
con- total given him In Sunday morntues ,ot the public square, 'assigned to Eleventh and Caldwell etreets about ty, all in attendance.
*Poll tte;Ages hii. etartline disclosure. Hon here several doer ago-by runnin
•
g
triet,
contin
was
ued.
2
o'cltick
The
contrae
t
mornin
Sunday
g and reIllsbrotliti Wetter* wrni "ipetled the awiTt
iSantual Norman for the benefit of
babOrs. Hie lead le 765 votes.
to alempebte to meet ,ami marry was made witheMrs.-J
his /Dyed of $38.
•
•. •
..
i •
13, o
at.iarsh-231a
Will Not _Sell for Two Weeks.,
_
creditors, or whom the prineipel
_.
_
volt airaft Man
1erITViiirerek
corm* sent •
nrfme was seeirred. "Litzle Of this city, anti who was held
Bawdy House Caste Open. Local
tobacc
o men voted nat to sell
ones are Covington Bros., or Paduat the the original to an mons firm to
The nee:stroke of the city will take any
seStarrett." the knot was Heti by CounThe case against- Mrs. Sarah Rosa,
tobacco In Paducah
elation in Memphis. on request cure bids The ease
for ten
part
cah,
$2,500
In
Promis
.
and
the
es
‘"Burn
to be- of Elisabeth street. for the alleged
Hammond Packing
ing of Moscow";weeks in Order to give
ty Judge R T. LIghtfont Thee hate of her Wmther, returneehomli
buyers a vaSetitr-,corhe complicated. Thomas IS reprospectac
ular
at Wallace park tonight, ieation. Messrs
-er frelli Ma-Ion, Ill.
keeping of a b wdy house, was left company. 3100. The total liabilities
. Oscar Hank and W.
elay night.
seated by Hal 13-. Corbett.
and be the guests of the manageepell Until tom rrow.
B. Kennedy will spend their verstion
.ehar 34,000 and assets $2,500.
t
ment.
in the east, leaving today.

New Orleans Kentuckians Suggest SUNDAY SELLING CASE
couiti
Presentation to Gunboat Paducah

I

I

•

PICNIC TO POOR WILL
BE GIVEN TOMORROW

He Took His Children. to Church
Yesterday, Say the Neighbors

NEWSPAPER MAN IS •
VICTIM OF ASSASSIN

4

4

AUTO

TOO MANY VOTES CAST
LOWER BOARD TO HAVE
IN MISSISSIPPI STATE
STREET CAR ORDINANCE

nn117t.ovelotrs

Recount
STRANGLER KILLS
AFTER HIS ASSAULT

be Demanded Mechanicsburg Franchise To

KOREAN MUTINEERS
HIDE INROUNTAINS

•

MAKES ASSIGNMENT

1

1

•

l

FACIP. TWO

n.

PADITCAttTittv
.
,ENIN6 S
• t144:'

MONDAY, AUGUST 5.

▪ . an', under which etemlard operates,
lt ottettfl from Texas and Must pay penSUMMER
DISEASES alties 'aggregating $1,633,000•
Louisiana.
Fede I cafes pending in which
Are Disagreeable, Dangerous, and often Fatah VITAL VIM will
Standar
is charged with violating Giant I
prevent them—VITAL VIM will cure them. Now is the time
ariSel 1( t 1.1il
Plat O.
to
get into condition. The heat of summer is here. You need a Tonic. trust laws.
A11311: .1'1' BALI, (ail It Nies,
Missouri.
Fifty cents for VITAL VIM now may save Fifty dollars later.
December 21, 1906.--Standerd 041
VITAL VIM ilacans health. Don't wait till you are sick—take company
practically abandons deft
fense of numerous indictments seGnegorY's Rue/dans on' nonitail and
cured by Missouri for violation -of
Iteheartsals .tre tieing oil nenl antitrust laws after a stubborn fight
statitly—Grand Jenne orlon
a.s g a year and a half, in New
!York, Cleveland, 0:and St. Louts
.
'Cale& not )et brought to trial. Iti
GlIbert's Thug Store,
Fourth and itioadaay.
state ouster proceedings, preliminary
All is in readiness for (he openreport against corporation.
ing on "Moscow" this evening and
December 22, 19t}6.--Suit tiled'by the Russian city, which has risen
In
government In St. Louis to dissolve the Wallace park ball grounds
durStandard Oil trust. Testimony now ing the past few days Is popu)utect
be-lag taken.
with gentile of -foreign lanes eager
and kedu for the opciarng
_
New York.
music
August
24, I 906.—Indictments which wilteset the huge pantomime
. In the course of his opinion Ai the'offense was' wholly technical; that no- against Standard Oil company on 126 in *lotion. All yesterday._ and today
Standard 011 case. Judge Landis de- I body has been injured because there counts for securing rebates by unlaw- artisans skilled in pyrotechnic ‘confullfiscrimination by New York Cen- struction have been busy preparing
livered the following blows:
was no other shipper of oil, ad that,
the fireworks and set pieces which
The man who thus reliberately 'therefore, the punishment, if any, tral, Pennsylvania, and other lines.
lotates the law Wounds society more should be a modest fine. It is novel. Fines will aggregate nearly $3,000,- will signalize the Initial performance
and brand it as the premier exhibi0410 on maximum basis.
deeply than does he who couoter- .indeeil, for a convicted defendant to
.
tion of its kind
is great historical
Minneeota.
felts the coin or steals letters from urge the complete triumph of
disMay 22, 1907.— Argumentst begun pantomine supp.sulented as it is in
the mall._
honest course as a reason why such
•
in federal courtsin .St. Paul against the excellent bill of vaudeville and
The only way for
(rivals of course should go unpunished.
specialty acts, and the gorgeous setStandard 011 compann on
Indictthe Standard Oil cishipany) to stay in
The nominal defendant is the Stanting of flaming fireworks, furnishes
•
the oil business would be for them dard- Oil company of Indiana. a mil- nients charging rebates.
an evening's amusement which has
to adopt the practice of thitedefend- lion dollar corporation. The StandOhio.
earned its title as the greatest outNovember 14, 190t,--John 0.
ant and procure the great Public pow- ard Oil company of New
Jersey,
door spectacle ever produced.
er of ralleay companies to be secret- whose capital is $100,0osseei, is the Rockefeller end three aids indicted
on
9311 counts under anti-trust statly perverted in their interest. Under real defendant.
no other possible theory could they
When the only possible motive of ute: flues will aggregate $60,00.4,410
Lope to survive. ,
the clime is the enhancement of div- on a maximum basis.
October 29, Min.—Standard 011
It is the substance of the thing, idends. and the only punishment auand not the' mere form, with which thorized is a fine. great caution must company fined $5,000 and costs or
the law is concerned The defendant be.exercised by the court lest the fix- Illegal combination in restraint of
Centrals Defeat Pearls.
here is in precisely the same position ing of a small amount encourage the trade.
The crack "Pearls," one of the
It would occupy If it had paid the Al- defendant to future violations by esstrongest baseball teams in the city,
ton company at the unlawful rate teeming the penalty to be in the natWhat Does 129.2-40,000 Mean.
haul an "off day" Sunday, and went
Daring girls and Russian ringers. 8 Marvelous Specially
Acts. Acrobats, 'Tumblers, Contnreach ante a car was shipped.
It la the income for one ear at 4 down'in defeat before the Centrals by
ure of a license.
tionista
-350 performers in all. General
Waiving the question of the studReserved seats on sale at Mea score of 8 to 2. The score was
For the law tc take from one of per cent on $7;11,0tio,00e.
l'herson•s-drug store. Performauce at 8:30, and Tuesday in
led insolence of this language (re- its corporate creatures as a penalty
It is a trifle more than half the kept down by hard, desperate work,
courtesy to Christian church recital
sardine the "mob"), in so far as -it for the commission of a dividend pro- money coined each year by the United notwithstanding the fain that 14 erat 9 p.
flay be aimed at the present occus clueing crime ices than one-third of States gbvernment.
rors were chalked down against the
It is about 2- per cent of the na- 'Pearls." The game was played on
pant of the bench. tne court ran. of Its net revenues accrued during the
course, only leave to the discretion of period of violation fails far short of tioual debt in 1906.
the Central grounds, south of Bridge —
It is 35 cents for every luau, wont- street between Seventh and Eighth
the Standard 011 company the las- the irapoeitiou_of an excessive fine.
and has beee
or 1. s, nne contains leas than
dom and propriety of a $100.(r)41.000 , and surely to do this would not be and and child in the whole country. streets, the game starting at 10
the legitimate trade all over the to carats of gold
If they contributed all their salary o'clock.
corporation gratuitously inaugural- the exercise of at much real power
"There Is a bill now being prepared
United States.
lag agitation about the "mob."
The score
as is employed when a sentence is im- it would take the presidents of the
R 4 E
to
be introduced at the next congress
"It is a law wiilch we have long
The court is not Impressed by the posed taking from a homan being United States 585 'years to pay the Centrals
3 9 4
to abolish thoeuse of this term_ and
amount.
doleful predictions of counsel for the one day of his liberty,
•
eeede3."
Pearls
said
a
wholesale
St.
IsOule
2 4 14 st,n.rE(er m.' REIN dtT
is
substitute the carat stamp for It, and
defense as to the hardships upon the! This court Is obliged to confess' It mould take 48,73S) city street laBatteries- bound! and Jenkins;
jeweler, -"but mond gold is a mien both wholesale and retail
St'',AT
'', T RIO J.111:11“).
jewelers
honest shipping public to be antici%that it Is unable to Indulge the pre- borers one year to work out the Dunbar and Harbour.
nomer and L--for one should be very over the country will work
hard for
paten from the neatfoinement 51 Inie,eamptton ThaTTn FhTi--Eitsenthe Wend--amount.
glad to see the term abandoned and its passage. We believe the
term is
It would maintain the United
rule. The honest man who tenders ant was cdnvic•ted of its virgin
the value stamp used in its place. calculated to deceive, even
Game Is Broken Up.
ofa
when carea commodity for transportation by .a'fense.
Staten army and navs two months.
A baseball game was broken 'up Asaerts ram Chealwaess of European COmmercially speaking, there never fully explained. This bill,
if passed,
railway company will not be fraudun Suits against the Standard
It Is biz times the national budget yesterday
h'reight Rates :%Iiiitatcs Against, s was such a thing as 'solid gold'—at
Oil eons
afternoon in
Mechanicswill require manufacturers to 'stamp
of Venezuela.
/ently misled by that company initnitarry-have been:
.tml.lote
,
rest
There.
burg by policemen at the request anrn
least not, for the List 2.00• 61' 300 nil gold articles with
the number of
allowing it to haul his property for;
It is theninitual revenue of Mexico. residents
Territory.
years, earne of the ancient jewelry carats registered.
and nburch people averse
Half a carat will
leas -than the law authorizes it to col-1
It is the cost of five first-class bat- to Strnday
1946--St5ndard 011 cornof the Borunn and the renaissance be -allowed for errors,
baseball, the first game
but the mannlees
Sperry balked in land grab In Indian tleships.
periods was made of pure gold.ffacturer will have to see
that has been broken up in Paducan
that the gold
Washington, Aug. 5.—"Buneued
The conception alai execution ofilrerritory by Uritted _States governIt is nearly oaehalf the capital of In severe)
worked up by hand with the crudest must come within this
years. The Pearls . had
limit. This
such a commercial policy necessarily tnent. Would have acquired
the Bank of England.
out
of the rich trade of Brasil," Is tools, and that is, of course,
started a contest with the Culley's,
millions
of far would be a great help to the buying
Involves the contamination ersubor- of dollars' worth of gas
It is nearly the cost of digging the and the game
In
effect,
the
greater
and oil land
burden
value on amount of the tpublic as well as to us. forthen every
of a wail from
was growing interedtdinate officers or employee., even look for raicuously small figures.
Chicago drainage canal.
trig, when the blue coats made their Consul General Anderson in far away purity of the material as well as its body could see at once what he
is get•
lug to the time wh.e.a teetirucuan
•
It
is
nearly
one-half
the number of appearance. Players promptly
_----- Kareuen
drop- Rio Janeiro, Mr. Anderson lifts up quaint and beautiful Workmanshift ting and there would not be so many
be required for the protection of the
October 3, 19e6.—Ouster suits silver dollars in circulation
ped glove and bat, and shortly after h.s voice, or rather airs his coin- and its antiquity Chau any modern chances for a canto-bark
at us."
revenues of the offender for the ex-started against Standard
It is $3,000,000 more than the left the
Oil coalgrounds. It is stated by the plaint in a report to the department products of the goltrsmith's art. But
• actions of the law for Its violation. pany, based on violation
"profit",
of
operating
the national manager of the" Pearls that permit- of commerce avid labor. It would ap- alloy has been used to a constantly inof anti-trust
Neptune, riding the waves, sudUnder the doctrine insisted upon laws; 'charges filed In supreme
government last year.
sion was seetired from the only resi- pear that the United States Is losing creaeing extent since. because jew- denly (ante upon a fair
court
bather.
by the defendant the railway company that corporati
It is twenty-nine time the Capital dent within
on had violated frana square of the geoundn, out in a rich niarket because freight elers found that the harder the gold
"Young lady, may I ask why you
might give the Standard Oil company chise. Independent
stock
of
the
Standard
Oil
company which are located between Seventh rates on American products are so was rendered by good alloy the greas- are in the water without a
companies albathing
e low transportation rate and by con- most drive Standard- from
of Indiana. the corporation fined.
and Eighth streets just south of high that other commercial nations er its wearing qualities and the more suit "
field.
tract obligate itself to withhold the
It
is
4,783 times the annual salary Bridge street.
can moss the seas•witb their goods secure, therefore, the setting of the
Tennessee.
However, catching a hatter g.irupse
same rate from the very mail the takFederal Bali .treents pending under of Judge Landis, who imppeed the
stud laugh competition to scorn: Mr. gems It contained. Our jewelry now of her, he saw that she was
euitably
Lug of whose
oparty
coadvatua--whieb Standard Oil eompany may be fine.
Anderson say-a:
of IS, 14 or to '
•
,erste, according Vitra, so be ipo:ogized and went
1"KSTElitri I'S Setiftlinni,
tion rendered Possible- the construcnfined a maximum
It
is
1,624
times Mayor ill18801
of $30,480,000 for
National League.
"In the matter of rates, there has to the design anti character of the on his way—Milwaukee Sentinel.
tion of the road. A n ore abhorrent rebating On
yearly salary.
2,?t.116 COUltn. .
been almost interminable discussion-. article, and it is much more frequentShe—Tour last book was a sueR
H
E
hereto:could not be conceived.
It *is $3,222000 more than Chica- Chicago
Texas.
It has been claimed by some ship- ly 1.0 than 18. The law reqnirea us eel% wasn't US
2
II
I
IVA° defendant',, T,0,-fniim that 119 1 Jute. 1 ett7 -Waters-P
New York
ierce corn - gog municipal debt.
Ile—Yes.
1
0 lung People that rates front Europe to 'mark on the article itself or on
It is suelent to' fill wfth silver
"The reviews were so unfavorable
Batttries—Ruelbach and Moran; to Brasil are higher than rates from the card to which it is attached the
(killers 177,flat cars of a capacity
the United States to Brazil. The gen- 'exact value of the gold In all. the I was almost tempted to rend it."—
of McGinnity and Presnahan.
:10u.oe pounds.
eral impression has been the other parts, just as the food manufacturers Lije.
Rates P re difficult to get at. for are now obliged to state the ingreR H E way, Rat
St. LOU:,
1 4 3 the published rates are not always dients of the package on the label,
It's a wonder poople do not hate
'A Prehistoric Pramsesi.
Pteladeiphia
0 5 2 the rates actually chimed Then, too, and a heavy penalty is attached to the George Washington and Abe Limon':
Bit-tunes—Beebe
and
Noonan; -in the Bra-kitten trade the evil effects use of the words *solid gold: if at, -hey are so
•
I ly admired
Morcn and Doom.
of the conference arrangement and
system of giving rebates (its
111111W11111111111•10111110RI! E freinht shipments are felt. That ratesS
Cincinnati
4 5 O will average higher from the United/
1- We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonabl
e prices and
Boston
1 9 O States to Brazil than from any Euwill guarantee them as represented. Call and see
Batteries— Weimer and McLean; ropean country to Brazil is demonthem.
Capital ......
,
Sitat),000.00
•'•
Young and Needham.
strated in the fact that the average
•• ••
Surplus and undivided prodfa—a
100,000.00
percentage of freight expenses to
OP POP ATeD
)
Stockholders liability
.• ••
livery aid hireling lars.
280,000.00
Furth Street aid Wink, Avenue.
SATURDAY'S GAMES, a.
cost of articles imported into Brazil
from the United States for several
Total
• ••••
• •-••• ••
re •to gir
Americas Leasst
ears has been higher than from any
gr.'•
.560,000.00
Total resources • •• ••••••
Chicago. 3; New York, 27.
other commercial nation. The official
We•. • 11965,458.28
Brooklyn. 7; Pittsburg, 5.
returns in Brasil for 1905—the last
DIRECTORS:
Cincinnati. 4; Boston, 3.
year for'-Which figures are now availW. F. Brealehaw, of Bradehaw & Bradehaw. Attorneys;
J. A.
Philadelphia, 2; St. Louis 0,
able— show that the percentage or
Bauer. Wholesale Pottery; Louis
Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
freight, etc., to cost of geode from
Wholesale Drugs; H, A. Pinter, of H. A. Petter Supply
Con Boat
then United States was 19,702: from
American League.
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Itieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry
Goods;
Chicago, 6: New York, 3. (First Great Britain -1-k7-U.- from Franca.
Museire Burnett, Supt. M Treas. Pad. Water Co.
game.)
9.653; from Germany, 13,377; from
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
(7hliago, 5; New York, 3. (Second Austria. 10,415; from inensiutn, 18,T. 3. ATKINS, %lee President.
843. The average cost to American
game.)
_
products, therefore, is Within than
Detroit, 12: Washington, 4.
ED. Li ATKINS, Cashier.
that from any ot the genera! competCleveland, 5; Philadelphia, 3.
—Illustrated Bits.
ing states. Then nates from Bring to
St. Lotife. 6: Boston, 1.
lilosies1 Taestday
—
f-tlie -United Stater seetn to be Much
I'rofemor Gilbert has abottt ar,
more reasonable, although ecrrISItier
arranged his program for the musi—
ing the amount and nature of the
cal to be givff-at the Chautauqua aufreight moiteds the rates can hardly
fittorium Tuesday night for the benesaid to be cheap."
fit of the First Christian church, and
•
promises the music lovers of Paducah
a rare entertainment. Such, however, is Profesor Gilbert's usual
Legal !leaning of Solid
treat. With do understanding of
Paducah audiences, he exercises a dis
fillet. faculty of giving them just a- hat
An soon as we paper
della tuaild Sileases- Mr R.—I Titutt
luausonirentantendown the- rains,
The,nertn "solid gold"has been the
of Syracuse, who is hip guest, will esVery
Your man comes to you pays
cause of much dIsclission on the part
list at the musical. He sang at the
of manufacturers of gold articles and
line month's rent and moves in,
organ
recital
at the" Christian
'if much mittanmrchension on the part
and why?
church last night and atnanclmade
of the public for some time pest, and
Simply because he hketi our
a happy inipression tin 'his audience.
the recent law fixing the cornutinrcial
paper, its the kind that matches
definition of the phrase' is welcomed the earpet,4.0gs, etc.
Same Old Qualifications.
on all sides, According to this law.
It's
dark
too
not
or
too'
light
said the dealer, "Is the
10-carat gold is -the commercial
and he alwa' s likes to live in
hest automobile.yon en111,1
"solid gold" and all articles containhurtles well papered.
the thing for a lady."
ing more alloy than this, or all arRight now Is the time to have
"Really," remarked Mimi Brlant.
ticles with parts which colitain more
"I suppose It's kind and gentle end
your work done and we know
alloys, are henceforth to be known as
nat afraid of electric care."—Teilethe kind people Want.
plated, gold-filled or rolled -gold, and
4‘
eelph,la Press,
And know how to please you.
must be ,so marked- by the amputee
yomr Lanka—and also your
Wier. For example; a pin with top
The Church of England Incorporat"solid" gold, even to the value of
pnckkalkaok.
ed Society for Providing Homes for
,s &rats, cen not legally be called
Waifs and Strays, has taken up a
selaf if hinge. hook Of pin Is not 10summers
new line of work in finding places.
!carat paid; while
other pia of 10
afth Medieal appilencra, for crippled
'carats Throughout,71Wough of nei
childre*._
-.
less intrinsic value than that et
Id ig,rie Onsnjayie
"Sm.
lifew onntstrittiret lined who had
law was lbade to protect The nienu
the curtains at the -right pitch er
iSs I r i '.. ,
Phone 1 '
fecturing jewelers against -the mak
O lig It' to tun the men folks,
r
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BURNING MOSCOW

now.

VITAL VIM

I

$1,000 Firewqrks $1,000

I

This Evening and

$1,000 TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY $1,000

Iltin

Wallace Park Baseball Grounds

"GREGORY'S MOSCOW"

Facts and Figures in Standard Oil
Case and Judge Landis' Solar Plexus
I

BASEBALL NEWS

admission 25c.

BRAZIL TRADE

•

GUUnder
Y taker
NAsNC
E & SON
and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

American-6erman National Bank

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY ;
....

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

400

VACANT HOUSES

Real Estate Agency.

Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies

FOR RENT

frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing without merit and quality is in the bottle.

FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

Early Times

A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps

Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.

t
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tY•

4
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Sanderson
Perkins 4-Co.

I

:Ntam,aNick--,.,,i

Jack Beam
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stamp will so indicate.
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GEO. ADE'S

PADITCATT MINING

FABLES PRICE IS RAISED I
BY STANDARD OIL

:1)
the
enormous 'output of the Stand&
The average increase in the margin
for the products of both Pennsylva:1 14 and Litua crude
oil combined
itaking single years, -ana not, as
about
Bluff
killing himself. so.
;MU to
above; groups of years) from 1898
that she could get the Insurance Monto 11004 was over 2 eents per gallon,
Rugged Hiram and Hiram' ey. She.told hen to Behave, end then
and, allowing a liberal estimate
of
she .weut out and witcle a Cup of Margin of' Profits
Look for N... on Sho•
Increases one-half cent per gallon (25 per
Says Judge's Statement is
Giddy Wife.
.Streng Tea-for him.
cent.)
for
increase
in the costs of
Hiram had been an InevosIng Figure
Two Cents on Gallon
production and
Unique in Law
marketing during
(Copyright, taw. 1903. by Robert Howard so long is be hod his Finenetal Under
Our shoes have a style that
this period, the net average Increase
pinning. tett when they yanked away
Russell.]
in
profit
during
these
bespeaks culture and refineseven years
his Supports be- did it horrible Collapse
Id th us,1
be at least
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When he got the Swing hi the Plexto Result Is Fabulous "Belden& on VI- would
u
n "
ment and gives that distinc •
gallon. If the same inc:euelecen profit Permitted infringement of Practise
reicace Between Coot sad
nil balloted over te proved to be a mar
By Prosecution and Stooped to
be
applied
to
the
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Standard
which marks the wellrv
's
entire
Quitter.
He lay on his Buck and
•
;
Ricks-ring.
sales of all kinds of petroleum proclaimed a Foul, 1V1111e his Wife and
dressed
. man. A happily
ducts in the United Stales la 1904,
, Jessie bustled around to sttee some :f
r7.t•
the profits for that year would be
the Wreckage.
balanced combination of
COMMISSION
.
Patent
ER MAKES REPORT. about $21,000,000 more than they
They gave up the Servants and soak•1).1.3
good looks and good service
TO
Coltdun,
would have been on the basis of the HMI AFFIDAVITS
FACTS.
ed
Jewels
the
and moved into a small:Spender!
Swum
prices
costs
and
in
er
1898.
—suitabl
House.
- As a matIt was a rapid Coute-Den-ue
e-for every occasion
It tette ofSha,
ter of fact, the known tie-as as stated
ten re- bat eTtIli while they were tieing the
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ton,
Aug.
5.—SignI
ficant hereinafter, was mare than this.
uleteee ed Parachute they continued to look revelations
Most styles are $5.00
Georgetown, Ky., Aug. 5.— Caleb
were made public in a
Similarly, fur the year 1903,when
that Hi- Pleasant and tie Game. Although thetr report
Powers, who Is awaiting his, fourth
submitted to President Rouse- the priets of oil reached their
lettpatieFriends
.‘ante
around to exmailt.
'a
et by Herbert linos Smith, comthese prices would represent trial for alleged complicity in
the
Wife press Sympathy an stick Pius In theni, missione
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r
of
corporat
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ions,
concernincrease
an
til
the
in the Standard's profits assassination of William Goebel ,
Angelic Smile and did
neoetted to
at
ing
the
operatio
Cut
ns
act
a bit like Heavy Losers.
of the Standard on sales in the United States that Pranisfort,
hike it for
over seven years ago, isThey had ti. take in Reimers and Oil compatry:
year of natty
$25,000,000 over sued a
geu ted
statement from his cell in the
ptevions report the means prices and costs in 1898.
t th a t glue Leesous in cffina-Palutiug in or- 0.1n
and methods of the Standard were exThese figures show conclusively Scott county jeil In answer to the
Treasury der to save Hiram from the Poora I 11A.11.1NO wee or tit,71VN.
Notes House. and yet with all their Skimp- plained. The present reeort sets the effect of the domination of the decisicp of Judge Joseph E. Robbins
spew ou Tette:. rile wore those 1°112', tug a,i,1 Eeotiornizing they never pre- forth the results of these methods Standard on the amount
that the In vacating the bench last Wednes- sent from the couit room.
e •
portion of the ceiling Sparks ellinties
and the effect they have had on the ottinic pays for Rs oil.
lozlnigo-shaped Iuis tnat lined the tended to Itutee Poverty.
day. t'oweis declares the decision
Powers
of
says
the
ed
conanon
into
wealih
the attic .and found a big
When a Man loses his Money he consumer and on the profits of the
Mpectator. and PlIe bad ailifferent SunNaturally ark inerease has also ta- Judge Robbins to be unique, in that would not
agree to a single ptopose rooster imprisoned. It
burst for every hay iu die \neck mud a goes to his liedroenn to drink himself company. it deals with profits and ken plaee,. la the profits
had roosted on
of the Stand- the court criticised him for falling to eon advanced by the defense
after the ladder when the new room was
Inarnoud T,prara that made the. other into a Trance. A Woman lights the prices, showing just how the manip- ard by reason
of this price policy. support the charges contained In his Judge Robbins had
vacated
Women sizzle -with Envy. Sitewere it House (ruin Cellar to Garret and sends ulation of the oil Industry by the The increase In
the added and climbed too high, getting
annual prone; from affidavit w.th other affichevite, and bench, although he
told Mr. Frank- into the unfinished attic, and
trailing Worth (lowu that kept (-Jilting out Invitations for a Party.
Standard has affected the pocket- 1896 to 1904 was
was
over $27,009,000. for permitting the cotnmonwealth to lin, he says, that
On an Income of -about $3 a Week. books of the American
he wanted an Im- not discovered when the ceiling via into the Roolo lung after she had enprofile. Comcontrovert his affidavit by a response mediate
Fabulous Dividends Paid.
trial
Hinnies
and
Nnife. and Daughter managed misslorier Smith
asked him to join completed. The rooster
tered.
was
halt
saes:
The total dividends paid by the when, he keys, the law clear:), says with the
attorneys for the defense starved.
Now and then she would Iztvc a Part)* to keep up Appearances and oi•easeentlThe Standard hate-repeatedly claim- Standard from 1882
•
the affidavit of an accused man
to
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were
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a
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BANKRUPT SALE
Buggies,llarnes, Saddles and Collars
No. 107 S. Second Street

One hundred Buggies, one hundred sets Harness,
fifty
dozen Collars, one hundred Saddles, Bridles and Stra
p
Goods must be sold in thirty days. No regards to cost.
Call and examine this stock. Come early and get choice.

!

•

II

Physicians agree that Belvedere Bevis a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.

-

The Belvedere Milting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.

e
e

Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

FLOWERS

Paducah-Brewery Co.
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'S style and • egance about our tailoiing that has
THERE
won us an en ed reputation. Men, who know and

who wear good -c thes, are free to say that there is no better
combination quality, price and workmanship, than a suit,
overcoat o air of trousers made to order in this establishment.7ff is to your decided advantage, sir, if you' appreciat ood tailoring, to

HaVe Your Clothes Made Here

There's always that "something" about our tailoring that
gives it an individuality, both in cut and fabric. We're not
fancy priced tailors---NO ONE SAYS THAT. Come in for
a consul4tion before you decide the fall crothes proposition.
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And many other painful and serions
similar incidents are told of trieksilinebered his Winchester and puncfrotu,
ailments from which most mothers
worked be newspaper@ of today to tured ona balloon at a Gene, letting
stiffer, can he avoided by the use of
trail a Pirate sheet,
!the girl gradually and gently down
Whet' Hortum Greeley's New York Into the waiting boat.
"Mothers Ftieel." This great remedy
Tribune was young and good -copy"! Capt. Honeybrain is the name ore
is a God-send to women,carrying
was hard to get, its distinguished edi- i myt-hical scientist in Virginia, the acthem through their most cntical
tor sought to cater to the literaryiceunt ofi ernose ipventions have more
itastes of his readers by publishing than once caused te mail of te Richordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses "Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering People in the Moon and the t serially Mr. Dickens' novel "Barnaby mond Times-Bispatch to overflow.
Budge." This was all well enough They are written by a country gentleAtlantic Air..ihip.
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
exeept that Robert Bonner had been man who does not give his name. A
and insures safety to life of mother and child,and leaves her in
put to great expense to get "Burnaby specimen Is the 8oletnn announcement
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
Budge" for the New York Ledger, of Capt. Honeybrain's beefsteak plant
Milan allti Perkereburn Liars Were then the leading weekly story paper The great scientist found
also healthy; strong and
that temagfirszrtrti) Aroused Public
oh the Country. The Ledger, like all toe* growing in certain soil had
a
good natured. Our book
Sentiment.
weekly magazines, was dated three or very meaty taste. He resolved to in"Motherhood," is worth
four days ahead, a copy dated Satur- vestigateeit. Taking the, tomato and
day being on sale the preceding Wed- the egg plant as the basis of his exits weight in gold to every
nesday. Mr. Greeley's paper published periment, he worked through a term
woman,and will be sent free in plain
,LITTLE GIRL •IN
A BALLOON. the weekly Installment
of the novel ot years, hybrydizing, fertilizing, tillenvelope by addressing application to
on Thurscleys. Mr. Bonner -lohdly ob- ing, until at last the beefsteak plant
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Csa.
jected. Mr. Greeley's paper calmly had been created, Not only did the
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Once upon a time there was abso- replied that Mr. Bonner's charges fruit have the exact taste of beet, but
were absurd, for was not the -story it resembled it In texture and was
lute peace 'n- the newspaper wcrld of
published in the Tribune of date two chemically the exact counterpart Of
America. That was when there was
days earlier than that of the Ledger? the flesh of cattle. fly varying
slightonly one paper in Boston and not anInstead of the Tribune being guilty ly the methods of cutlure he could
other on the continent. , When the
of theft, the Ledger was plainly the produce porterhouse, sirloin, repund
second journal was started in Boston
offender. Whefeupon Mr. Bonner or any sort of steak
, At Bordeaux. France, a racing au- a public reception.
t Armour's or
an editorial -war was immediately pre.
tomobile, competing in the Criterion! Governor Swanson, of Virgtnia, Is
wrote a "fakele-Chapter of "Barnaby Swift's plant could
out. Hunelp4tate-4
As
long
as
personal
jour- Rudge," In
cap. collided in a dust cloud wtth a t ready-to call the gener assembly in
which he turned charac- dreds of people
to inquire
nalism prevailed the rivalry among
,touring ear, resulting -In the deeth of special session, to ametid
e collet:ters upside down and knocked the about this wonder(
able
newspapers
took
the
form
of
editorial
five men and the fatal Injure of.two1 tut:on In reference to fixing
ilroad
plot galley-west. The Ledger faithabuse
the
of
enemybut
when
the
wehers. At Middletown, N. Y., a ins,: rate charges.
fully reprinted it. Then the Ledger
The Li
modern newspaper came into being
chine turned turtle In a ditch, kiLiel; Booker T. Washington
was t
exposed the steal and the Tribune
The most em
al gelen-two persous, Wally fwerred another: eentral figure of attraction at the the battleground was removed from was "caught with the goods.'
este are unani
cluster
and hurt three children. A trolley:eelebraeon of Negro industrial day the editorial page to the news colHoaxes of latter-day journalism as that the genera
Ration
umns
and
the
circulation
statement.
ear at Atlantic City collided with an: at the Jamestown exposition.
dietinguished from the ordinary news of human life
below
s
The
deliberate newspaper hoax was
automobile and Mrs. Charles H. Lae '
fake of commerce, have been gotten the attainment
the adborn of the bitter fight between newswas killed. Her husband
The ilajesty of the
and tae
up merely for fun. The most prolific vanced know tette,
the race
chauffeur were painfully Injured.
Etery one who has lived south oven, of one clam and another In sourer of
i
"whoppers" for twenty Is now possessed.
al period,
On the occasion of the annual 'maws that peculiar brand of loyalty the old days. The international years
t
denim
was Joe Mulhattou. a commer- that determines its daion,
CuWes regatta Great Brit: in's home among old servants that expresses "fake," as a wholly untrue or grossly
cial traveler In tfie middle west until to be between 50 and
-the prop• fleet paraded before the .. ng anu Itself in a profound conViction that exaggerated news item Is called in
a few years ago. Mulhatton gloried er care of the body duAng this dequeen on the Solone. It was made their family is the "lust family." newspaper slang, was born of the dein the reputation of being the biggest cade cannot be too strongly urged,
up of 200 ships of war and formed Consequently, every southern town sire to keep up with the demand for
liar in the world, and he would go to cere:essness then being fatal to lona floatlng steel city with a papule- and city is still full of "rust faint- news, and at the saw time escape
any Weld to save that reputation. gevity. Nature's best helper after 50
tion of 35,000 °Meets and men. For flee."
Ithe tiresome "legwork" necessary to One-Of his beat known hoaxes
was the Is Electric Ifittere, the scientific tonic
- 11" miles up and down elle king Mid* 'This platicular "lust faintly" was End it. says Frederic J. Riskin In the
medicine that revitalizes every orworking monkey story.
queen steamed between steel wal:s. making its annual pilgrimage to the Memphis Commercial-Appeal.
gan of the body. Guaranteed by al!
lie declared that James Guthrie, a
All trainmen on the Colorado and White Sulphur Springs. the great
druggists. 5c.
Richard A. Locke wrote the first
prominent farmer of Shelbyville, Ky.
-Southern fairway w ho beOng to the coach laden with children and trunks, great newspaper
hoax for the New
had solved the labor problem by put
erutherhooel have been (ailed out on as well as the mistress, with. her York
Vicarious Charity,
Sun. It appeared on January
ting monkeys to work breaking _hemp
a strike on account of the failure to nearest and dearest relatives.
let, 1835. The artiele purported to
During Mark Twain's stay in EngMr. Guthrie had been in Afriea,where
settle the strike of the Denver- Old Sitmen mindful of the glory of
be taken from the supplement to the
land, where he went to receive a
ewItchnon, which has been In pro- hls house and filled with the allhe found i family of monkeys in
doctor's degree at Oxford, the &reEdinburg Philosophical Journal. it
which the imitative faculty was Ittgthgress for two weeks. The ral:way powerful dignity of an old retainer,
nts/I have been bubbling with laughdeecribed
wonderful
a
telescope 12. developed
company hes appealed to the govera- drove the fat coach horses and adThey were strong and ter
over a host of entertaining stories
Which had been invented by the emimenr to intervene.
healthy and Mr. Guthrie brought sevmonished his Mall charges; who,
In regard to the great humorist.
nent astronomer. Sir John Herschel,
Affairs con-' nrie quirt in Central wcaged ..n beside him on the box,
eral of them back to Kentucky, It
Among those which seemed the
and set forth that Ste John had taken
America. This is the purport of a die- crowded him to desperation.
was necessary only to show the monvery funniest was one told by Mark
teleseope
hit
to
the
Calve
of
Good
patch rerelved at AV navy depart- . His master- rode on horseback a
key how to break hemp, and he would
ment from Commander:Cove, of the . little &genre behind the coach, and. Hope and there leveled it on the immediately imitate the process and Twain In regard to the appearance of
Bernhardt at Hartford at a
cree‘er-71117aukee, now at La lation, ae they approached-a-rottrord-trross- Moon. The inhabitants of the moon keep up the work until forced to atop. Sarah
time
wheo
were
he was a citizen of that
plainly
to
be
seen,
being
half
Sairador. to which place he Was rent ing, was moon:Abed to see Simon
There was no loafing on the job, no
,
for the protection of American inter- erive calmly before a passing train, way befween a man and an orang- talking or stnokine --the monkeys therm
Theater tickets were three dollars
mits
which hurled the coach one, way. outang, and having wings like a bat. tere much superior to men.
The apiece, and a widow and her daugh
• A law just passed by the Spanish horses another, and family and The article was replete with technical country credited the story an
Mr ter, delightful and kind-hearted
folk
cottez and appreved b King Alfonso tFunks in all direCtions. Galloping phrases and had the steam of selenti- Guthrie received many letters
front DeighbOrs
of Mark Twain, were keel'.
Ceetyle_
111-laies ettolt -,:en br -112-0.--114211- pay-.-eseate-ealle4-toeria-meselsnises.
e who wanted Informition about
ly desirous of seeing the great French
note of a debt to the United States
Next day ttie staid Sixpenny Press how to get some of the navel
elation. you old nigger. didn't ycu
workers. actress. but but feared
that it was
acknowledged In a reinvention enter-see that train coming'" swallowed the bait, hook and all
So fanciful were the creations of not quite right to spend six dollars
ed Into between the twe cuntries.
"Yassuh."
One editor declared that he also had
one Minnesota country correspondent on a one-night theatrical treat when
Yebrim:y 17. Ie.:4
"Yen saw It coming, and delther- received dispatches telling of Sir that he was
induced to go to the city there were poor and hungry people
It is expected that Goternor Beck- Italy (trove upon the trtick?
John's
great
discoveries
in
the moon
What
and enter the field of fiction, lie has in the town. So they took the six
ham will. cm next Tnieday: appoint made y cu do such a crazy thing "
which would be given to -the public,
been writing very successful stories dollars and sent it to a poor family
a special judge to preede in the trial
"Well you see, Marse George,': as soon as poisIble. The editor of From the Tall Timber," signed "The whom we may term the Smiths.
of Caleb Powers.
explained that bewildered individual. the Albany' Advertiser declared he
1r" The Parkersburt"Whereupo
n the Sdnitks." conAugustus kit. Cremiens, cue of reeeecretching his gray
wool, "All read "with um-peakable emcnions of Liao, in West
Virginia, and the Milan eludes the story, "took the money and
---meitt-famens-seniphera-trrette-tenrile-ehehalen-Yekett-den -sec iete
pleasure and astonishment" of the
Liar In Tennessee, a few years ago bought tickets to see Brush Bernwho had fashioned figures of many ka idge, dey d stop. — Saturday Herschel discoveries In an Edinburg
created greet consternation among hardt."
great men, died at les home in Car- Evening Post.
scientific journaJ. The hoax deceived
the people of their own home towns
Dish, N. H., after a long Eibess.
may, men of science and was quite
Every impel- in the country had a
Vice-President Fairbanks was the
generally accepted by the multitude.
Regular Patnet.
- story lof a murder or suicide or some
eTwould Do Terrible!
guest of honor at a luncheon given: until
it
was
exposed
by
the
pestiferHello, liumnite, I liver your vraich
other tragedy each day which had
by the Lincoln. Neb., Commercial has been stolen'!"
ous JfibilFs-MrAiii2 - Bennett, of the
happened in Parkersburg or Milan.
!.
cline
"Yen, but the Co'cf I is alreed) Herald.
The Parkessburg matt was induced to
'been ariested. Only farm'. the .stup1.1 - Nino years later Edgar Allen Poe quit by public sentiment, while
the
was employed on the staff of the New angry citizens
of Milan forced their
York Sun, and he was responsible for- famous liar to leave town.
Thf:iowerewkas itat
mine, and the thief h J locked up." the second great, hoax in that paper.
A young rnan of a prominent raw
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
c'llegende BatTei:
It appeared one morning under start- fly in a eel- on thteGhin
left sehoce
KICN1TeKY.
ling headlines. "Astounding News by and went into the newspaper
business
How a woman hates the man who Express by Norfolk! The Atlantic His name was Jake. There was a
hook Binding, Bank
Work, Legs
(rested
in
Three
has a mortgage on her husband's
Days! signal Tri- hardened gang of fakers doing pollee
and Library Work
specialty.
iimph of Mr. Monek Mason's Flying news at that time. and
property.
they had a
Machinethe article told of the large organization of lawyers and
adventures of Mr. Mason and seven physicians
who Would "stand for" the
others who'set out from England In fakes. They recognized
in Jacob a
the steering balloon "Victoria" and promising youth with
a liveLy imagisafely tereerel over to Virginia in sev- nation, and after
teaching him the.
enty-I five hours. This story was alio rudiments of the
ethics of the game,
generally beI I eved-loretine prrtatte,'hilt as they played,it..tbey
set him to inthe other newspapers had begun to venting stories while
they amused
fear the inventive genius of the Sun themselves.
• iff, and they did, not bite.
Jake did nobly for a week or two.
The deliberate setting of a trap to Then his young imagination began to
,ech another paper stealing news Is rive down tj.ader the strain. He had -PA =41 ever any
--Wtor happens to me,
a legacy from the sedate Sixpenny recouree t some facts. His father 41adwyn, profiler me thnt you will
Press, and was used before Mr. Ben- had, been , a confederate soldier, a lever think' of ;zaftig on the stage.
nett "corrupted and reformed" the Texas Ranger. He had heard the war
journalism of the states. The ship Etorles over and over again. So be
The Evening Atts—lar. a week.
Ajax was .me from Europe. The wrote the story of a man who fell in
Courier printed a postscript annoenc- a faint on the street and was taken
Mg thmerrrival,of the ship and giving to a doctor's office. The doctor found
summary of the nevi's of Europe what there was a foreign substance
which she had brought over. A few pressing on the man's heart.' He cut
copies of this paper were left on the In. fo.und it was a bullet, todk It out
Your salary, wages, fees,
doorsteps in the neighborhood of the and the man revived. The story then
matter in what
rival Jonrnal office. Then the regular told how the bullet which was the
mike your income real hes you—should not entirely "teitierya
you.
eeitien of the Courier was prihtecn cauge of Men trouble had been shot
IN. alert to "piere it our", to eetend it. For that Is
witlinut the Ajax news. The Journal into his side by,a federal gun in some
namely "making the Imre of h.
e--.1found theapapere, suspected nothing civil war battle, when the old man
What Is more delightfully reand printedin large display the - sup- was servIni with the Texas Ranger.
freshing or more suggestive of
es.
ler el transatlantic news received be Jake wrote it for his paper, and the
freshness than the true odor of
Of course the Ajax had not other morning paper used it, too, acEYTF:NSI0Ne IRKIlleT1-" et purely a fictitious
some fragrant flower? Our stock
cording
name for a tery real and very metive C4114•01
to
agreement.
When
the
Of people in this city.- lfr
afterainaverewsweersweett irrouud next
of tine perfumes IS a #ource of
THE PEOPLI: WH0 Cele THE CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING Col.morning the doctor,4 wise one, gave
Calais; 010 THE SUN.
real pleasure to any One who ap'MOM additional details.
preciates the refinement which
Jake went home and next day his
fathere-a--emeeeti heeler-of--great age, -deintrperfunreel Indicate, The
was much excited. "demob," he said, ---almci‘--eukbtaues---aushSome
theee "income reten•lereo- asp the classified ride. for
...And...
"did yen see the article in the papers
eecuring better employment, uith higher vaages. Some
of
odors as
about the old ranger?" Jake Tonthem ueensl in hooting private pripite
fur otherwiee
etenings_
reseed that he ' had glaneed at it
501114. secure tenants, hinge-tiers n
're buyer.' for the 6-44184•11
'Jacob." continued the old gentleHouhigant's Ideal bcky
thing,. In the house.
man, "Jacob, I knew him well. I,was
standing by his side when he was
Le Trefle
We have a leather case
shot. I am going down to the doccontaining knife, fork
Roger Ce•Garlit
tor's house to see him." The son
ff you will Innk over the cinesitied column.' of
THE SUN today
persuaded the father nokto go, brit It
and
spoon
which
twenties
will
n
hint
tau
of the sort or ',coo, who believe in "income
Parma Wood Violet,
was Jake's last fake.
so little spice it can be
exteeteinn" nnd ,how they go about the matter,
Sometimes a news taker wastes the
carried in the vest
SEE WINDOW SHOW
material for a Poe or Verne story In
pocket. Would make a
a short paragraph. For instance, the
Texas balloon tale, A little girl at
nice present for one
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eetteday Night and sunday Brawlers
Appear Before Judge Cease to
Answer.

Juri‘t

Des Moines, la.. Aug. 6.-Judge
JamesA. Howe, of the Polk district
court,.. was arrested this morning by
fall.Sheriff Loper upon a warrant sworn
fall out by D. T. Blodgett, former editor
fall of the Secretary,'charging him with
fall perjury. Blodgett charges that Howe
s perjured himself in rulings in he
rise rise case 'and in his action in dIrecte
fallthe - grand jury to investigate Blodfall gett's publication, which resulted io
rise his indictment for libel.
•
fall!
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went about Ms daily business of eat- -Philadelphia-Inquirer,
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)1.11 apprur talc a hit ..r
ing and sleeping with an earnestness
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it's noeime praying to the Father (lye fox
is shown as evidence, they
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you are breaking up admit It must be true.
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leock:trs' Of its Mother's heart.
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She
worried
from
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Boom- a young fox ran rapidly down
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Travelers'
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See for Yourself

$1.50

PURCELL & THOMPSON

RAILROAD NOTISI

1T

Pay Higher Prices if You Wish
But We Shall Tell You About It

UR CUT PRICES are made on the very best. goods
manufactured, and so 'we offer you Pencils, Ink,
Pens, Type Writer Papers,Tablets,Stationery and all other
book store stuff at lower prices than the Broadway stores.

Don't be a clam! Don't be a clam!! Don't be a clam, wo say!!!

D. E. WILSON,

INSULT ADDED TO INJURY.
/
„

the bank with a troop of hounds In
pursuit, and the fox; seeing no ave-

.

•

flume of escape dashed on a raft of logs
In the river and did. not stop until It
reached the end of one log that protruded far out into the river. The
dogs balked 'at the raft and acted as
Sentinels. Malinski saw the protHea.ment and started out on the raft. and
When he reached the log the fox was
on he sat down and threw a basket
at the fox tp prevent It from jumpJim Into the river. The fox
frlehtened and made a dash by . a!Meld toward the bank, but he was
too quick and Mallnski grabbed the.
fox around the neck, and soon had it,
in a box. The roosters were badly,
frightened
The fox is a-golden fox
and Is about six months old.
has given It to the Wallace
park zoo.
•
. A_ _tliapateta- frem-Peettaleserg
Four of the largest independent
coal operators and a syndicate of
New Orletrill rem! men. Are reported
to have entered into an agreement,
under which the operators are to supre
.ply at least 3011,00.0 tons of coal a l
year to the New Orleans district
alone. These shipments, it is said.
,will be entirely independent of lb
Monongahela River Consolidated Coal,
and Coke company, which has mac
fleetly controlled
the trade. The
mines of the Independent °Verlag:will
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Send a Copy of

THE DAILY SUN
To a.Friend One Year
for $2.50
are making a special mailing
W E rate
of $2.50, payable in advance, for The Daily Sun, which Affords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually ra daily letter
.ftc-im honk-.
,

Phone 358
And the Paper Will,Start
At Once.
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have been nAirtatug slowly lateTy..but.'

it is the intention, it is sald,-te in- I
ereaselhe capacity to,an output of
i1.0-00 tons of clean coal a day, Reich,
from the slack.
•
-Rintr-eltaliruitikats
, P1 t tab u rger
a are valued at $1-100.0,-1
,040. and will it is bellevet be sum.'
tient for the thansportatlIfi_ Of_ the
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